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’GAWKER MEDIA, LLC aka

.IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA

"TERRY GENE BOLLEA
professionally known as HULK Case No. 12012447CI-011
HOGAN,

Pléintiff,

vs.

FILED
GAWKER MEDIA, NICK 4

‘ ‘

MAR 1% 20.15

BENTON; A.J.
'

‘

i
‘

y .

-

NBURKEDAULERIO, ‘

CLEBfiIRCUIT COURT

Defendants,‘

/.

‘

VERDICT

We, the jury, returfi the following Verdict:

First chimf

PUBLICATION OF PRIVATE FACTS

1. Did Plaintiff prove that, by posting the VIDEO, Defendants publicly
disclosed private facts about Plaintiff in a manner that a reasonable
person would find highly offensive?

YES / I-No

- If your answer is YES, ‘pleayse answer Question 2.

~Ifi
Your answer is NO, then yOI‘fi ‘verdict is against‘ Plaintiff on» claim for

'

I

publicatiOn of private facts, and you should proceed to Question 3.-



\\

. Did Plaintiff prove that the VIDEO was N_OT a matter of legitimate public

concern?

YES,
\// ‘ No

If you answered YES to Questions 1-2, Ithen your verdict on the Claim of

publication of private facts is. in favor of Plaintiff. Please proceed to
‘

Question 3.

If ydu answered .NO to Queétion 2, then your verdict is against Plaintiff

on ALL of ,his claims, and inv favor of Defendants on their First
Amendment Defense; and your deliberations are over and youwill n_ot

'

consider any further claims, or damages. You ,should only sign this

Verdict form and return it to the courtroom. -

. Did Nick Denton participate in the posting of the VIDEO on
Gawker. com?

YES / 'A ‘N'o

Please progeedfto-Question 4.



‘ Second Claim

INVASION OF PRIVACY BASED ON INTRUSION

4. Did Plaintiff prove that Defendants wrongfully intruded into a place

where he had a reasonable expectation of privacy?

YEs‘xfi‘ No

If-your answer is YES, p‘lease answer Question 5.

If your answer is; NO, then your verdict is against Plaintiff on his claim,

for invasion of privacy- based on intrusion, and you should proceed to

Question 6. ~ \

5. Di'd Plaintiff prove that the VIDEO was posted in such a manner as to

outrage or cause mental suffering, shame or humiliation to a person of

ordinary sensibilities? ‘

YES 7N0
'

If you answered‘YES to Questions~4-5, then your verdict on ‘thelclaim of-

invasion‘ of privacy based on intrusion is infavor 'of Plaintiff.

If you answered NO to Question 5, then your Gerdict ism against

Plaintiff ona his claim for invasion of privacy based on intrusion. Please
‘

proceed to Question 6. -

k



Third Claim
'

VIOLATION 0F FLORIDA COMMON LA'w RIGHT 0F PUBLICITY

6. Did Plaintiff prove that Defendants used Plaintiff’s name or likeness for a:

commercial or advertising purpose?

YES1 NO

If your answer is YES, please answer Question7.

If your answer is NO, then your Verdict is against Plaintiff on his Claim
for violation of Florida common law right of publicity, and you should
proceed to Question 8. ~

’7. Did Plaintiff prove that he- did n_ot authorize the use of his name or
likeness?

4 .YES, :k NO -_

If you answered YES to Questions 6-7, then. your verdict on the claim'of

violation of Florida common law right of publicity 1s in favor of Plaintiff,

and you should proceed to Question 8. ‘ -

If you answered NO to Question 7, then your verdict is against Plainitff

on claim for violation of Florida common law right of publicity. Please
'

answer Question 8.



Foiuth Claim

INTENTioNAL INFLICTION 0F EMOTIONAL‘ DISTRESS

8. Did Plaintiff prove that posting the VIDEO was extreme and outrageous
to a person of ordinary sensibilities?

'

YES No
'

If‘your answer is YES, please answer Question 9.

If your answer is NO, then your verdict On Plaintiff’s claim for intentional
infliction of emotional distress is against Plaintiff, and you should i

proceed to Question 1_1. --

.9. Did Plaintiff Iprove' that Defendants intended to Cafise him severe
'

emotional 'distrCSS, or acted With reckless disregard of the high
probability of causing him severe emotional distress?

YES - \/' No" <

-If your ansWer is YES, please answer Question v10.

-»

..If your 'answer is NO, then your verdict on Plaintiff’s claim for intentional

infliction of emotional distress is against Plaintiff, and you should
proceed to Question 11.



10. Did Plaintiff prove that the posting of the VIDEO caused him seve're
'

emotional distress?

YES M J
'

I

If_ you answered YES to Questions 8- 10, then your Verdict On the claim of
I

intentional infliction of emotional distress 1s in favor of Plaintiff. Please»
proceed to Question 11.

If You afisv‘vered NO to Questionrlo, then ybur verdict 1s against Plaintiff

on» hi's claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress.
.

Please
proceed to' Question 1 1<.

"

fl)



Fifth Claim

VIOLATION OF FLORIDA’S SECURITY OF COMMUNICATIONS ACT

11.
I

Did Plaintiff prove that Defendants intentionally used or disclosed the
VIDEO?

,

YES Z No

_
If ybur afiswcr is YES, Aplease ansWer_Q_uestion 12.

If your answer is NO, then your verdict on Plaintiff’s claim for violation of
Florida’s Security of Communications Act is against Plainitiff, and you
should proceed to Question _15.

’
-

‘

12. Did Plaintiff prove that he had a reasonable expectation of privacy in
the bedroom where the VIDEO was recorded?

,

YES V/ NO

If your answér is' YES, please answef Question 13.,
a

If yofir answer is NO, then your verdict on Plaintiff-s claim for Viblation of
Florida’s Security of Communications Act is against Plaintiff, and you
should proceed to Question 15-. I

13. Did Plaintiff prove that Defenaants knew oxjhad reason to know that '

he was rec'ordedpn the VIDEO without his knowledge or consent?

YEs_
v

‘

'

N0

"If your answer is YES to Questions 1 1- 13, then your Verdict on Plaintiff’s

claim for Violation of Florida’s Security of Communications Act 1s in favor
'

'

of Plaintiff, and you should proceed to Question 14 to consider .

Defendants’ “good faith” defense.

If your answer to Question 13 is NO, then your verdict on Plaintiffs
claim for violation of Florida’s Security of Communications Act 1s against
Plaintiff, and you should proceed to the Damages Introduction
paragraph before Question 15. C 0" Pkfiv i)



~ Gbod Faith Defense

14. As to_ only Plaintiff’s claim fér Violation of Floridé’’s Sécurity of ~

Communications Act, did Defendants prove that they acted 1n good faith
‘

'

reliance on a good faith deterrytion that their conduct was lawful?

YES NO

If 'your answer to Question 14 is YES, then your‘verd'ict on Plaintiff’s
-' claim for violation of Florida’s Security of Communications Act 1s in favor

of Defendants.

.
x, If your answer to Question 14<Vis NO,

V

then your verdict oh Deféndants’
good faith defense is against Defendants, and in favor of Plainitj'f on his

A claim for violation of Florida’s Security of Communications Act.

'
' Damgges Introduction

_

If your verdict was in favor of Plaintiff on his claims for publication of

private facts (YES to Questions 1- 2-) invasion _of privacy for intrusion
(YES to Questions 4— 5), Violation of comrrion law right of publicity (YES to

Questions 6--7), intentional infliction of emotional distress (YES to
- Questions 8— 10) and/or violation of Florida’s Security of Communications

[Act (YES Questions 1 1— 13), you will consider the matter of damages and
‘

- should proceed to Question 15.



DAMAGES

15. -

‘

'A. What is the total amount of money that
will fairly and adequately compensate
Plaintiff for any economic injuries,

losses or damages caused by the'

Defendants’ conduct?

_B. .
What 'is the total‘aifiOufit of money that

I

will fairly. and adequately compensate
Terry Bollea for the emotional distress, ‘

which resulted from the Defendants
posting the VIDEO (Sn the Internet?

I

TOTAL‘DAMAGES 0F PLAINTIFF
‘,(add lines 15A and 15B above)

Please proceed to: PUNITIVE DAMAGES; ‘

* $55M

gm
$115M'.



16.

17.

PUNITIVE DAMAGES

Under the circumstances of this case, state whether you find by clear
and convincing evidence that punitive damages are warranted against:

Gawker Media, LLC Yes / No

. Nick Dehton
,

Yes
‘/fio

A.J. Daulerio
'

Yes No

If you answered YES for any Defendant, please answer Question 17 as to
that Defendant/those Defendants. AIf you answered NO as to all

Defendants, p1§ase sign and date this verdict form and return it to the
courtroom.

Did Defendants have a specific intent to harm Plaintiff When they posted
the VIDEO on the Internet?

Gawker Media LLC Yes / No

Nick Denton Yes /.- No

A.J. Daulerio
_

I

Yes M No

Please sign and date this verdict form and return it to the courtroom.

FOREPERSON
r

10.


